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The CVARC club meeting is held at  
7:30 PM on the third Thursday of the  
month (except for December) at: 
The East County Sheriff’s Station 
2101 East Olsen Road 
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 
 
The East County Sheriff’s Station 
(“ECSS”) facility is just off the 23 
freeway from the Olsen Road off-ramp, 
north, between Thousand Oaks and 
Simi Valley. 

 

 

Trivia Corner 
 

What company designed the  
3-500 ZG PA vacuum tube?  
Cetron transferred this design to 
Eimac who ceased production but 
it is still available from RF Parts 
Co., but now manufactured in 
China.  What approximate 
transmitter drive is required to 
obtain 1,000 watts output on 40M 
from a 3-500 ZG vacuum tube? 

 

 
 

 
Presidents Message 

by Zak Cohen, N6PK 
 

There is neither a Bachelor of Science degree nor a technical 
institute degree in Amateur Radio.  We learn by small ad-hoc 
classes, from books, or by listening to “Elmers”. The hobby is 
basically on-the-job training. Some engineers have a head 
start by knowing theory but still have a lot to learn in so many 
areas that are not covered by engineering courses. We are all 
continuously learning. 
 
Now, a new thing to learn --At this month’s meeting, we will 
be discussing antenna analyzers. These are a very important 
part of our ham toolbox. We will do anything that will make 
our antennas work - and work better. This will be an 
important meeting. 
 
An antenna analyzer is an important tool used by an amateur 
to measure the efficiency of the antenna system and is used 
for troubleshooting and fine-tuning. 
 
I have always had a love-hate relationship with antennas. 
From a house to an apartment and soon into RV Mobile bring 
many problems and situations. Add to this, for many of us, 
HOA/stealth considerations and impending legislation. 
 
This meeting will help on one part of “antennas” and we will 
continue to cover the other topics. Keep tuned in. 
 
Keep Operating! 

 
Zak, N6PK 
 
 

 

CVARC Meeting and Discussion – October 16th  

The Conejo Valley Amateur Radio Club will conduct its 
monthly meeting at 7:30 P.M. on October 16th, 2014 at  
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7:30 P.M. at the ECSS. We will have a 
presentation on antenna analyzers by 
Tim Wheeler, K6POI. 

An antenna analyzer is an important tool 
used by an amateur to measure the 
efficiency of the antenna system and is 
used for troubleshooting and fine-tuning. 
  
Tim will lead a discussion on antenna 
analyzers. This will include the basics of 
antenna analyzing and available antenna 
analyzers on the market. Different 
analyzers will be tested the week before 
at the CVARC Micro-Field day and the 
results will be discussed.  
 
Tim Wheeler, K6POI, is the CVARC 
Education Board Representative. He has 
planned and conducted several 
successful classes on learning the theory, 
regulations and operational practices for 
the Technician Class License. He has 
been instrumental in the planning and 
operation of various CVARC field days 
and events. Tim is also an AEC for the 
Ventura County ACS emergency radio 
system. 
 
We will also have tables set up for 
members who would like to conduct a 
mini swap meet. We have members who 

are helping in estate sales. 

I hope that you will attend. 

Zak Cohen – N6PK 

 

CVARC VE Session Report 

The achievements of those who attend 
the October 12, 2014 session will be  

 

 

published in the November newsletter as available. 

 
 

FOR SALE BY THE EDITOR: 
 

I have the following equipment for sale: 
 

An Ameritron AL-80B desktop linear amplifier  $895 
Ameritron ARB-704 amplifier buffer                    $ 45 
Cables for the above (fits Icom access. socket)  $ 12 
Palstar AT2KD 2 KW manual tuner                      $415 
MFJ Versaload 250 1,000 watt dummy load       $ 50  
 
All equipment is approximately 2 ½ years old; purchased new 
by me (receipts available); fully functioning per the 
manufacturers’ specs.  OEM packaging and manuals included 
for all equipment. 
 
Prices are based upon recent “sold” prices absent shipping on 
ebay. 
 
The reason for selling is the loss of the field in which a 
Butternut HF9V nine band vertical and 60 x 65’ radials were 
installed that allowed QRO operation.  The land owner sold 
the property and must certify it empty. 
 
The amplifier was factory wired to operate on 120 VAC and 
draws about 8 amps in SSB operation; 12 amps on CW.  It can 
be rewired by the operator for 240 VAC for those who prefer 
that.  Power output with about 85 watts input is up to 800 
watts CW and 1,000 watts PEP SSB phone.  It operates well on 
160-10 meters to include the WARC bands.   
 
I followed good operating procedures that dictate reducing 
drive so the amp will have 100 watts headroom for voice 
peaks to avoid splatter.  This produces 600-900 watts output, 
depending on the band, with the higher outputs on 80, 40 and 
20 meters.  The declining output as the frequency increases is 
a common trait among grounded grid triode amps.  The amp 
uses a single 3-500 ZG PA tube, readily available from RF Parts 
Co. for between $160-190 depending upon warranty selected.  
The tube is not soft, performs well and tunes easily.  A circuit  
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shuts off the tube between words to 
help reduce heat which is modest for an 
amplifier.  
 
The AL-80B is the only model amplifier 
that Ameritron warranties for two years.  
It is their, “…best amplifier,” according to 
one of their sales engineers with whom I 
spoke when I asked for help in selecting 
a replacement for a failed 811 HD whose 
572B tubes were dodgy upon delivery. 
 
 The operating weight for the AL-80B is 
48 lbs.  Shipping weight is 55 lbs. and 
requires removal and reinstallation of 
the tube.       
 

Cables to fit the buffer for other than an 
Icom radio are readily available from 
HRO and other suppliers online for about 
$18. 
 
The Palstar AT2KD manual tuner will 
match the transmission line to a near 
resonant antenna at 1:1 SWR at outputs 
as high as 2,000 watts.  It will 
accommodate three separate antennas, 
tuned or direct and a dummy load.  With 
a 4:1 balun, one of those three antennas 
will be fed with balanced line converted 
to coax; the other two direct with coax. 
 
This differential tuner includes an 
SWR/Watt meter illuminated by a 12 volt 
wall wart.  There are two adjustments; 
course tuning of the inductor is with a 
crank.  A knob completes fine tuning. 
 
The combination of the HF9V antenna 
with 60 radials, the AL-80B amp, and the 
Palstar tuner enabled me to work 130 
countries or islands in 2 ½ years verified 
on LoTW plus others via QSL cards who 
do not report to LoTW.  The combination  
 

 
was plenty to bust most pile-ups on the first to fifth try or so, 
given the low take-off angle of the vertical and the adequate 
power.  If one were to use an amp that can put out the full 
1,500 watt legal limit, that would result in but a 1.5-1.75 of an 
“S” unit more than this 1,000 watt amp; hardly detectable to 
the ear on the air. 
 
I’ve had a lot of fun with this QRO gear and wish desperately 
that I could keep it but absent an antenna that can 
accommodate that much power, it is surplus to my needs and 
deserves a new but active home, perhaps with you. 
 
You may call me at (818) 917-6868 to discuss purchase. 

 
 Mike Slate, N6TEA 

 

 FOR SALE BY A MEMBER 

Icom IC-92AD DStar Includes Case, IC -177 Charger, extra 
battery,  RT Systems S/W, cables, manual - $400.00 

Yaesu VX-3  includes Charging cables, case,  RT Systems S/W, 
extra battery with manual - $130.00 

Tokyo Hy Power HL-1.2Kfx 750W Wired for 220 Volts with 
manual - $2,100.00 

All like new, in a non-smoking environment, used very little. 

Ken Segedie W6KLX 

Ken806@earthlink.net 

818-489-6990 

 

 

432 MHz Fall Sprint: 
 

Call: N6ZE 
Operator(s): N6ZE 
Station: N6ZE 
 
Class: Single Op LP 
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QTH: dm04qb 
Operating Time (hrs): 1.9 
 
Summary: 
Total:  QSOs = 14  Mults = 5  Tot Dist(km) 
= 2110  Total Score = 70 
 
Comments: 
 
Not too much activity: only 5 QSO made 
on SSB - the rest on FM, including a 
DM12 
station using only a handheld & whip 
antenna; best DX W6PQL CM97 at 492 
Km. 
Both K6MYC (DM07) & W6PQL were new 
70 cm grids for me...the first new 70 cm 
grids in a decade! A nice sunset & mild, 
calm weather made up for the lack 
of activity. I operated from a roadside 
pull off up in the Santa Monica Mts. 
I did work several Ventura County 
stations including: WA6EJO, KC6UIH, 
AF6GD, KK6IKX, & AB6ET. 
 
222 MHz Fall 2014 Sprint: 
 
Call: N6ZE/R 
Operator(s): N6ZE 
Station: N6ZE/R 
 
Class: Rover LP 
QTH: Whidbey Island, WA 
Operating Time (hrs): 2.3 
 
Summary: 
Total:  QSOs = 13  Mults = 9  Tot Dist(km) 
= 0  Total Score = 117 
 
Club: Pacific Northwest VHF Society 
 
Comments: 
 
Date Time Grid sent Call rcd Grid rcd 
 

 
01OCT14 0202 CN88 WW7D/R CN98 
01OCT 0218 CN87 WW7D/R CN98 
01OCT 0229 CN87 WE7X/R CN96 
01OCT 0236 CN87 KU7M CN87 
01OCT 0250 CN87 WE7X/R CN86 
01OCT 0251 CN87 W7FI CN87 
01OCT 0300 CN87 KE0CO CN87 
01OCT 0325 CN87 WW7D/R CN88 
01OCT 0335 CN87 WW7D/R CN87 
01OCT 0351 CN87 WE7X/R CN87 
01OCT 0400 CN88 WW7D/R CN88 
01OCT 0405 CN88 WW7D/R CN87 
01OCT 0410 CN88 WW7D/R CN97 
 
13 QSOs; 4 GRIDS WORKED FROM CN88 & 5 GRIDS WORKED 
FROM CN87; 2 GRIDS 
ACTIVATED 
SCORE = 13 X 9 = 117 
Three times the number of QSOs & 3 times than the number 
of grids worked 
when compared with my 2m Sprint results from DM04 last 
week! 
All QSOs on 223.5 MHz FM Simples with 1/2 wave whip or 6 
element "VJB Cheapie Yagi" 
Nice to be able to operate this one from the PNW! 

 
 Pete Heins, N6ZE 

 

 Mini Field Day 

The event will be held at the TO Community Park, (the park 
formally known as Acorn Acres) next to TO high School will 
once again host a CVARC Micro FD. 

Saturday 11 October, 09:00 to 16:00, in the covered picnic 
area. 

There is plenty of room for go-boxes and antennas, as well as 
sitting around and chatting. Operators and spectators 
welcome. 

The park is located on Moorpark Road, between Flores 
and Arboles. The entrance is immediately north of TO 
high school at the traffic lights. The car park is nicely 
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covered by solar panels, which gives 
handy shade and thankfully no RF noise. 
The picnic area is at the lower end of the 
car park (i.e., English for a parking lot). 

This is a bring your own battery event, 
however I have requested 120VAC to be 
available. 

 Adrian Jarrett, K6KY 

 

 

Mini Field Day Scheduled 

In keeping with CVARC’s practice to 
conduct some form of Field Day every 
quarter, a mini Field Day is scheduled for 
October 11, 2014, from 0900 – 1600 
local time, at the Thousand Oaks High 
School picnic tables under the roof 
where we had one previously.   

Hi-- Info already sent to papers.  Notice 
about field day was in last Friday's VC 
Star calendar page.  Notices about 
meeting and testing should appear this 
coming Friday.   73s   

Diane Wainwood, KJ6JEJ 

 

 
Antenna Analyzers to Mini 
Field Day 
  

Please remember to bring your antenna 
analyzers and/or vector network 
analyzer and/or any other test 
equipment which you have and find 
useful, and/or any antennas you want to 
have analyzed. 

 
Thanks, Avi Carmi, K6AVI 
 

 

 

 

The OCF Dipole: A Super Simple Multi-
Band HF Antenna  (2d) 

Submitted by:  

KK6FUT (Ben Kuo) 

AB6ET (Norm Campbell) 

We’re hams!  We’re amateurs!  We don’t know everything.  
We are supposed to try things and experiment.  Just do it! 

The most important thing about Ham Radio is just getting on 
the air. Too many new (and old) Ham Radio operators struggle 
to make the transition from the simpler VHF and UHF radios 
to HF when they upgrade from Technician to General, often 
due to not having one key part of HF: an antenna. It's not all 
that tough to put your own homebrew antenna on the air, 
which is what this article will help you do. 

In this article, we’ll talk about the OCF dipole, a simple, easy, 
and inexpensive antenna which will get you on the air on 
multiple bands. A number of CVARC members--including 
KK6FUT, AB6ET, and KC6UIH, are operating OCF dipoles very 
successfully, and we'll talk about their experiences operating 
this versatile antenna. 

What's an OCF Dipole? 

Quite simply, an OCF dipole stands for "Off Center-Fed" 
dipole, that is a dipole which--instead of having two equal legs 
on either side of the feed point, have uneven legs.  Sometimes 
called by other names, usually something  with “Windom,” it 
is a two sided wire antenna,  using a balun at the antenna 
feed point, and from there fed with coaxial cable into the 
shack.   

The cut lengths of the legs follow a certain ratio, and (due to 
the physics of antennas) end up resonating on multiple bands. 
We'll skip the physics here, but essentially by having two 
uneven antenna legs, different resonant frequencies are 
supported, giving coverage across a very wide spectrum of the 
HF bands with a very good SWR -- and even allowing for more 
compromised operation with a good tuner on other 
unexpected bands. 
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Versions of the OCF Dipole 

There are several basic versions of the 
OCF dipole, entirely related to the overall 
length of the antenna. The two versions 
the authors have tried are the 80m and 
40m versions of the OCF dipole. 

The full length OCF 80m dipole is long 
enough to resonate well on the 80 meter 
band, in addition to supporting 40m, 
30m, 20m, 17m, 15m, 12m, 10m, 6m, 
and even 2m at mostly below 2.0 SWR. 
The OCF dipole is just that--a dipole, with 
a 90 ft. leg and a 45 ft. leg --basically fed 
at the 1/3 point of the antenna. The total 
length of the antenna is approximately 
135 feet long. In addition, both legs are 
fed into a 4:1 balun (a device which 
converts an unbalanced impedance at 
the antenna into a balanced impedance 
for the rig.)  

The half-length OCF 40m dipole is long 
enough to resonate on 40 meters, and 
also supports 30m, 20m, 17m, 15m, 
12m, 10m, and 6m. In the half-length 
version, the dipole has a leg of 45 feet on 
the long side, and 21 feet on the short 
side, for a total length of around 66 feet. 

Both of these OCF dipoles can be slightly 
adjusted to resonate higher or lower in 
the bands by making the overall length 
of the antenna slightly longer or shorter; 
we won't go into that right now, but 
that's best done with an antenna 
analyzer. That said, you don't need an 
analyzer to get this antenna up and 
running! You should be able to get 
decent results just cutting the antenna to 
size. 

Construction of the OCF 

Construction of the antenna is similar to Ben’s-
KK6FUT dipole discussed and published in the 

September 2014 issue of the CVARC QUA newsletter.  

The standard antenna calculation of 468 divided by the 
frequency in megahertz is used for overall length.  Each leg is 
then calculated by using your choice of various percentage 
figures such as 1/3-2/3, .36-.64, or .378-.622.  Any of these will 
get you on the air.  A little experimentation later with an 
antenna analyzer will give you a better idea of which figures 
you like best.  

The authors strongly recommend and endorse using a 
Common Mode Choke, or RF Line Isolator, a few feet down 
the coax line from the feed point balun to isolate RF from 
returning to the shack.   

Common Mode Choke RF Line Isolators are available for 
purchase but it’s just as easy to make one yourself by 
wrapping about 25 feet of coax around an 8 inch diameter 
cylinder.  The important consideration is that the first coil and 
the last coil cannot touch.  

What's a Balun? 

As we mentioned earlier, to get an OCF dipole to work, you 
need a balun to convert the unbalanced antenna into a 
balanced impedance. You can either buy a balun, or you can 
build one. We'd suggest you build one, as commercial baluns 
can be expensive, and work no better than something you 
built yourself! If you build one, we'd suggest either the CVARC 
4:1 balun by AE6YC (posted on CVARC's website), or the super 
simple, inexpensive 4:1 PVC pipe balun from W4INF on the 
internet. The AE6YC balun should cost around $20 in parts to 
build; the W4INF PVC pipe balun costs less than $5 (or free, 
depending on how much scrap PVC and wire you have in your 
garage.) 

The Result: How Do They Work? 

If you look at the SWR chart below, it's clear that an OCF 
dipole can provide a very good SWR across many bands, and is 
easily tunable on the other bands using an antenna tuner.  

KK6FUT has worked DX across the world using this antenna 
(farthest contacts so far on this antenna: BA4TB in Wuxi, 
China on 20M, 100 watts phone -- 6,479 miles away, and 
9W6ZIM, in Borneo, Malaysia on 10 meters, 100 watts phone - 
7,981 miles away.) 
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AB6ET is in an antenna restricted 
neighborhood and built his antenna in a 
stealthy NVIS configuration and still 
works HF consistently and reliably across 
many bands.  

KC6UIH is an example of simply putting it 
up and getting it on the air.  His antenna 
is up about 30 feet and he’s made 
contacts all around the world.  He says 
it’s not expensive; just cut, solder, go.   

SWR Results - Center of Band 

Band KK6FUT 
(80m) 

45 
ft//90 
ft, 20 ft 
up 

AB6ET (40m) 

 21 ft//45 ft, 10 ft up 

80m 2.2  (Tunable, but?) 

40m 1.5 2.8 

30m 2.0 2.8 

20m 1.1 1.0 

17m 1.1 1.9 

15m 1.5 1.7 

12m 2.5 1.2 

10m 2.0 1.0 

6m 1.2 Loads up OK 

2m 2.5 Not tested 

 

Conclusion 

The OCF dipole -- despite being very easy 
to build -- makes it very, very easy for 
you to get on the air, across the entire 
HF spectrum.  How quick would it be to 
make this antenna and use it at home or 

at a Club mini-Field Day?  There's no need to purchase 
expensive parts or wring your hands over commercial 
antennas, you can instead just spend a weekend with 
some minor construction and be on the air--as more 
than a few CVARC members have demonstrated. 
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Amateur Radio Exam and Study 
Guide Websites 
 

http://www.qrz.com 
On the right column under “Ham Study”, go to 
“Practice Tests” 
 

http://www.eham.net 
On the left column under “Resources”, go to “Ham 
Exams” 
 

http://www.KB0MGA.net 
Log in is required 
 

http://www.radioexam.org 
Practice Exams 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Tax Deductible Donations to CVARC 

CVARC is an IRS-certified 501(c)3 charitable 
organization and donations are deductible 
pursuant to the IRS rules.  If you have working 
radio equipment and ancillary equipment that you 
can and wish to donate to the club, please contact 
one of the board members and we will be happy to 
talk to you about the process.  Many companies 
will either grant or match employee’s gifts to non-
profit organizations like CVARC. 
 
Please determine if your company is among these 
and contact a board member so we may help fund  
and grow CVARC.  We cannot accept certain 
donations, and have to place some restrictions 
around them (no hazardous materials, nothing we 
could not sell, etc.).  If you are interested, look me 
up, or any other board member, at one of the 
meetings or contact us via email (our addresses are 
on page 10 of the newsletter). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CVARC is recognized by the ARRL as a Special 
Service Club (SSC). To be a part of the ARRL’s 
Special Service Club program, the club must 
regularly show that it is actively involved in certain 
areas, including: 
 
• New Ham Development and Training 
• Public Relations 
• Emergency Communications 
• Technical Advancement 
• Operating Activities 

 

http://www.qrz.com/
http://www.eham.net/
http://www.kb0mga.net/
http://www.radioexam.org/
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Name: _______________________________________________ 
 
Call Sign:_____________________________________________ 
 
Class: _______________________________________________ 
 
Address: _____________________________________________ 
 
City, State, ZIP:  _______________________________________ 
 
Telephone: (______) ______  -  ___________________________ 
 
E-Mail: _______________________________________________ 
 
ARRL Member expiration date (on QST label):________________ 
 
ACS#: ______________________  ARES# __________________ 
 
Date: _______________________  Update Roster Only? _______ 
 
Family Membership $30:  Names/Calls 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 
You will automatically receive the newsletter via E-Mail.  If you wish 
 
to receive a paper copy by mail, check here: _________________ 
 
 
 
 

 

 
New or Renewal: __________________________________ 
 
Single Membership $25 _____________________________ 
 
Family Membership $30_____________________________ 
 
Multi-year ________ years @ $20/year = _______________ 
 
New Ham (licensed in last 12 months) $10 ______________ 
 
Single Membership & full-time student $10 ______________ 
 
ARRL Membership Renewal (incl. ARRL form) $ _________ 
 
Ad Space (2x3) One Year member $35 _________________ 
 
Ad Space (2x3) One Year non-member $75 _____________ 
 
Total enclosed $: __________ 
 
Cash _______ Check Number ____________ 
 
Interested in: 
 
License Upgrades: ______    Joining ARES/ACS: ________ 
 
Disaster Action Team: _______ Earning a ham license ____ 
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Ventura County ACS/ARES Times and Frequencies: 
 
Area 2 ACS/ARES members are encouraged to check in every Tuesday night at 7:00 p.m. on the Area 2 check-in nets. 
 
Please note that the detailed list of ACS/ARES frequencies, repeaters, off-sets, etc. is available on the Internet. 
The official frequency list was updated 9/20/2013 and is available at:  http://vc-ares.org.  [Please note that these frequency charts 
are notoriously difficult to edit.  If you see an error, please bring it to the Editor’s attention.  Thank you.] 
 
For quick reference, you may wish to pick a local repeater, shown courtesy of Zak Cohen, with their offsets/PL from the abbreviated 
list below: 
 
146.805 – 100.0  Simi Valley  AD6SV  
147.885 - 127.3  Thousand Oaks - BOZO N6JMI  
147.915 - 127.3  Camarillo WB6ZTQ  
146.970 - 127.3  Oxnard WB6YQN  
145.400 - NIL Ojai Valley  N6FL 
147.975 - 127.3  Ventura N6VUY  
146.385 + 127.3  Santa Paula & County Wide  SOUTH MOUNTAIN WB6ZSN  
145.460 - 127.3  Moorpark K6ERN  
146.880 - 127.3  Red Mt / County / SMRA County Wide WA6ZTT  
146.850 - 94.8  Thousand Oaks - Grissom N6EVC  
224.700 - 156.7  Thousand Oaks – Grissom K6HB  
223.960 - 141.3  Thousand Oaks - Rasnow Peak N6CFC  
445.580 - 100.0  Simi Valley K6ERN   
449.440 - 131.8  Thousand Oaks (AMGEN) W6AMG  
447.000 - 103.5  Camarillo Springs K6ERN 
 
 
For questions concerning ACS/ARES, please call Zak Cohen or go to the ACS/ARES section of the CVARC website at 
http://www.cvarc.org.   
 
Net Control operations for the weekly ACS/ARES Area 2 check-in are run from the ACS/ARES communications center at East County 
Sheriff Station (on Olsen Road) every Tuesday starting at 7:00 p.m.  

 

Visitors are welcome and have the opportunity to operate the station. Please contact Zak Cohen, whose info is listed below, to 
arrange it. 

 
 
 

2013 CVARC Officers 

President.................................... Zak Cohen ....................................N6PK .......................... (818) 802-8211.................................... zcohen@ieee.org 
Vice President ............................ (currently vacant)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Secretary .................................... Jim Feldman ............................. W6CWM …………………….(530) 248-3365……………………………...jdfeld@verizon.net 
Treasurer ................................... Christian Ylagan ........................ KD6DWT ....................... (202) 558-2009  ............................. kd6dwt@verizon.net 
Public Relations ......................... Linda Parker.....................................  .............................. (805) 583-2260......................... rose.lady@sbcglobal.net 

     Technical……………………………….. Avi Carmi…………………………………….K6AVI………………………(805) 616-2636 ……………………………………….avi@carmi.us 
Operations ................................. Adrian Jarrett .............................. K6KY .......................... (805) 915-7562................................ g4frz@hotmail.com 
Newsletter Editor ...................... Mike Slate (acting) ......................N6TEA ......................... (818)-917-6868 .......................................n6tea@arrl.net 
Education ................................... Tim Wheeler ............................... K6POI ......................... (818) 541-0321........................................ k6poi@arrl.net 
Social.......................................... (currently vacant)……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Member at Large ....................... Todd Kleopfer ........................... KD6RCM ....................... (805) 844-8708..................................... kd6rcm@arrl.net 
Member at Large ....................... Andy Ludlum ............................ KI6NON ........................ (818) 370-3402...................................... ki6non@arrl.net 

     Member at Large…………………….Charles Pember……………………… KG6CLT……………………….(805) 495-6701………………………………crpember@aol.com 

 
- Page 10   - 

http://vc-ares.org/
http://www.cvarc.org/
mailto:zcohen@ieee.org
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Conejo Valley Amateur Radio Club  
PO Box 2093 
Thousand Oaks, CA 91358-2093 
 

Address Correction Requested 
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CVARC Online 
For up-to-date information and back issues of newsletters, please visit the CVARC 
website at http://www.cvarc.org. In addition to visiting the website, you may like to 
join the CVARC Yahoo Group at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/CVARCDiscussion/. 

 
The Conejo Valley Amateur Radio Club is an ARRL affiliated 
Special Service Club. Meetings are held on the third Thursday 
of every month, except December. The meeting location is the 
Community Room at The East County Sheriff Station, 2101 E. 
Olsen Road, Thousand Oaks. Meetings start at 7:30pm with a 
pre-meeting social and technical assistance session from 6:30 
to 7:30pm. Meetings are open to the public, and members are 
encouraged to bring their friends. 

“QUA CVARC” is published monthly (on the Monday preceding 
the CVARC club meeting) by the Conejo Valley Amateur Radio 
Club, AA6CV, PO Box 2093, Thousand Oaks, CA 91358-2093. It is 
e-mailed free of charge to all members. 
 
Opinions expressed in articles in this newsletter are those of 
the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
club, its board, or its members. 

 
CVARC Membership Rates 
Visitors are always welcome at our monthly meetings, and we do not pressure newcomers to join. If, however, you would like to 
support the club and its activities by becoming a member then we will be very pleased. 
 

The simplest way to join (or to renew) is to write us a check bearing your address, and give or send it to our Treasurer. Make the 
check payable to “CVARC” and please put your call sign and/or email address, if you have one, on the memo line of your check. 
Name, call sign, or address changes may be e-mailed to the Treasurer.  Current annual rates are: Regular Membership $25. 
Family Membership $30.  Special discounts are available for new members (licensed in the last 12 months) $10.  Full-time  
Students: $10. Regular members renewing for multiple years: $20/year.  Family members renewing for multiple years $25/year. 

http://www.cvarc.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/CVARCDiscussion/

